
Releasing student talent

Inspiration goes far
when a piece of art has effort and hard

work put into it as sophomore Alison

Manchester works on an acrylic piece out of

school and out of town, "I want to frame it

and give it to my niece in the future,"

said Manchester. Manchester took the photo

and even used her own materials to point

out the importance art in her life. Photo by

Alison Manchester

is what the students School do when

put on the task of showing their

creative outlook in the world. All

students have something to say and

art gives them all the freedom to

express themselves in a healthy,

valuable way.

For instance, sophomore Trevor Voss

shows his eye for nature while at

Zion National Park in early July

through his talent with photography.

"The landscape made me admire the

beauty of nature," Voss said while

being asked about the photo. In Voss'

photo, he captures the various

textures and aspects of nature. The

purpose of this photo is to fully

immerse the viewer of the photo in

the beauty of the park's environment.

Photo by Trevor Voss
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Admiration of art

In spontaneous fashion,
junior Rylee Runge shows how even

a random encounter can result in

stunning art, "I saw the bright

colors and wanted to take a

photo, I was proud how well it

turned out," said Runge. Photo by

Rylee Runge

but satisfied, senior

Haley Nicholson works

hard to get each line

perfect for two weeks,

"I knew I wanted

to have two hands

holding

with symbolism, and I

accomplished it in the

end," said Nicholson.

Photo by Haley Nicholson

Disheartened and
frustrated,

Expression
of self

was shown by

junior Courtney

Ellis in a

piece using

water color,

acrylic, and

book pages.

"It's one of my

favorite pieces

I've made,"

said Ellis.

said Ellis. Ellis

made it to show her

passion for reading

and art. Photo by Courtney

Ellis

while sitting at a wedding with

nothing to do, junior Tylor Hughes

uses his creative eye to make a

small scene with material around him

to capture an interesting moment in

a quick snap of a camera, "I had

nothing else to do as everybody was

starting to clean up, so I took my

opportunity to get this photo," said

Hughes. Photo by Tylor Hughes
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